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A1.
1. Critical thinking is not promoted in formal institutions but is better learned in
informal environments which encourage collaborative inquiry.
2. The ability to use critical thinking in order to form appropriate questions and
sharpen one’s inquiry skills.
3. The pronoun “we” used when referring to researchers at the Exploratorium
illustrates the writer’s relation to it.
4. B
5. A
6. C
7. C
8. A
9. B
B1.
10. RECESSION
11. GRACEFUL
12. ACCEPTABLE
13. DECISION
14. ILLEGAL
B2
15. FOR GRANTED
16. NO SOONER
17. TO LEAVING
18. PROVIDING/PROVIDED THAT
19. MORE LIKELY

B3
20. D
21. E
22. A
23. F
24. C
Γ.
GET FIT!
All of us know the benefits associated with a healthy lifestyle. We have less
health problems, live longer, and can lead a more active life. Here are some simple
tips for becoming a fitter and healthier person.
Firstly, as an average student you probably spend hours at a time sitting at
your computer doing research for homework assignments or visiting social network
sites. However, this can lead to health problems such as failing eyesight and severe
back problems. Therefore, take regular breaks, and, at least once a day, go for a
long, brisk walk. Fast walking one hour a day is a great way to keep fit.
But being healthy is also about what we eat. We are constantly being enticed
by tempting snacks and sweets. However, we should avoid junk food at all costs!
Instead, fill up on fruit. Fruit is a tasty and healthy alternative without the added fats
and sugars. And every season offers an abundant variety of delicious fruit.
Staying fit and healthy benefits us both in the short and long term. So why
not make a few lifestyle changes today? You know it makes sense.
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